HONEYWELL INDUSTRIAL WAREHOUSE AND DISTRIBUTION CENTER SOLUTIONS

Today’s warehouse worker is more mobile and connected than ever before. With the right embedded products and workflow-optimizing solutions, these workers can be safer, more productive and more efficient.

Overhead Doors
Monitor and control the advanced states of overhead doors, helping to ensure worker safety and process efficiency.

Conveyor Belt
Help ensure safe operation with switches to monitor conveyor belt on/off status and initiate immediate shutdown in the event of an emergency.

Shipping
Make local printers and computers with integrated barcode and/or RFID scanning, speed shipping tasks, enabling workers to scan parcels, new leading instructions and ensure that every product goes to the right destination.

Safety Shower and Eye Wash Station
Help protect workers with wireless technology that sends automatic notification upon activation, and assists facilities in complying with safety regulations.

Forklift
To reduce switching, adjusting and signals, assure peak performance and operation for forklift equipment, and vehicle-mounted computers and voice-activated devices help forklift operators maximize efficiency.

Packing
Smart industrial printers and scanners help warehouse teams put the correct items in the correct outbound containers, as well as minimize clutters with no need for a separate PC.

Picking
Voice solutions including wearable voice-driven ribbons, portable and wireless headsets all receive remarkable improvements in picking workflows, enabling workers to speed through units with hands-free, eyes-free, ear-friendly operations.

Receiving
Mobile computers with integrated scanning expedite receiving with fast, accurate barcode reads, and mobile printers enable correct labeling of products and pallets, safeguarding downstream workflows.

Boiler and Process Controls
Prevent failures and switch protect valuable steam or process fluids and enhance worker safety by allowing operators or remote monitoring of process status and equipment.

Shrink-Wrap Machines
By measuring speed, rotation and other variables, sensors help safeguard key equipment and ensure its efficient operation.

For more information
To learn more about Honeywell embedded products and workflow solutions, call 800-537-6945, visit sensing.honeywell.com or honeywellaidc.com, or email info.sc@honeywell.com.